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The Who’s TOMMY
Music and Lyrics by 					
PETE TOWNSHEND 			

Book by

PETE TOWNSHEND & DES MCANUFF

Additional Music and Lyrics by
JOHN ENTWISTLE and KEITH MOON
Originally Produced on Broadway by
Pace Theatrical Group and Dodger Productions
with
Kardana Productions
Licensed exclusively by Music Theatre International (Australasia).

“The Rock Opera TOMMY, which was first performed by The Who in 1969, was originally conceived by Peter Townshend and Kit
Lambert with contributions to the development by John Entwistle, Keith Moon and Roger Daltrey”
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About this resource
This resource is designed for school students in Years 10-12. Activities can be used in the classroom alongside
or separate to Victorian Opera’s production of The Who’s Tommy.
The activities provided in this resource align with the below Australian Curriculum Learning Areas:
•

The Arts – Music, Drama and Visual Arts

The table below outlines how the activities designed around each Learning Area align to the Australian
Curriculum General Capabilities.
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Activities have also been designed in accordance with the Victorian Certificate of Education Study Designs for:
Performing Arts
•

Music Performance

•

Music Investigation

•

Drama

Visual Arts
•

Visual Communication Design
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The Who’s Tommy – About the Work
Synopsis
Act One
A slide projects the date: 1940. The Prologue begins with Captain Walker, a handsome English officer in his
mid-twenties, waiting as his plane is being fueled. Walker tries to get the attention of a masked Welder who is
working nearby. After a few unsuccessful attempts, Walker taps the Welder’s back. The Welder removes the
mask; the Welder is a woman. Walker offers her a cigarette, which she accepts before walking away. He follows
her. Using World War II in London as a backdrop, the Prologue continues to chronicle Captain Walker and Mrs.
Walker’s marriage, then Captain Walker’s deployment to parachute into Germany (‘Overture’). The Prologue
ends with two German foot soldiers firing their machine guns at Captain Walker.
A slide announces the location: London. Uncle Ernie appears and knocks on the front door of the Walker
house; he presents the pregnant Mrs. Walker with sardines, eggs, milk – all contraband food items. She thanks
him and, as he leaves, he runs into two officers who are approaching the house. The officers tell Mrs. Walker
that Captain Walker is missing and they don’t expect to find him (‘It’s a Boy’). Mrs. Walker takes the official
papers from one of the officers and steps back into the house, closing the door. The officers see Ernie and
hand him a bottle of whiskey as they leave. Ernie slowly opens the bottle and takes a quick drink. He stands
uncomfortable, alone. He reopens the bottle and takes a longer drink; the doorway to the Walker’s house
disappears, and Ernie is left alone onstage. A section of barbed wire appears, and a German guard pushes along
a line of Allied prisoners, including Walker.
A slide announces the date: 1941. Walker, seen in silhouette, paces back and forth. Uncle Ernie puts away the
whiskey bottle as a Nurse pushes Mrs. Walker in a wheelchair. Another Nurse enters holding a small bundle, a
baby boy, which she gives to Mrs. Walker (‘It’s a Boy – Part 2’). As Ernie continues swigging from the whiskey
bottle, slides announce the passing years: 1942, 1943, 1944; we continue to see Walker pace back and forth.
After a slide announces: 1945, Allied soldiers enter the complex in which Walker is kept. One of the soldiers
leads Walker away, telling him that the Allies have won the war.
Inside the Walker home, Mrs. Walker, her lover and Four-Year-Old Tommy are preparing to celebrate her 21st
birthday: a cake with 21 candles, a bottle of champagne and two glasses sit on a table in the living room. The
room also has a large wardrobe with a full-length mirror on its face. The lover, dressed in a t-shirt and trousers
with suspenders, watches tenderly as Mrs. Walker blows out the candles and cuts the cake. Both express the
hope that the coming year will be a good one (‘Twenty-One’). Mrs. Walker puts the boy in bed and enters the
living room to join her lover. Captain Walker, accompanied by two officers, approaches the front door of the
Walker house. After the officers leave, Walker enters as Mrs. Walker and the lover embrace. When Mrs. Walker
moves to touch Walker, the lover pushes Walker back toward the door, which precipitates a fight and awakens
Four-Year-Old Tommy. The boy enters the room, and Mrs. Walker turns him toward the mirror, thinking that
this will keep him from witnessing the scene. The lover and Walker continue fighting. When Mrs. Walker tries
to separate the men, the lover slaps her; he picks up a chair to throw at Walker. Walker, enraged, pulls out and
fires his revolver, hitting the lover in the head and killing him. After Walker lowers the gun, they notice Tommy,
who has watched it all in the mirror. They hysterically tell Tommy, who is still facing the mirror, that he hasn’t
seen or heard anything, and they demand that he never tell a soul what happened.
The police arrive as Mrs. Walker assures Tommy that everything will be alright. Tommy doesn’t respond to
her questions and continues to stare into the mirror; the room takes on an unreal quality – doors take new
positions, chairs fly through the air. As the police question Mr. and Mrs. Walker and military policemen arrive,
the Narrator – or Adult Tommy – flies down. He will be Four-Year-Old Tommy’s guide, even as the young boy’s
mind is occupied with recording everything that it sees and hears (‘Amazing Journey’). Uncle Ernie enters and
tries to embrace his brother, but is held back by a policeman. After taking another drink, Ernie puts his arm
around young Tommy, who is still staring into the mirror. The Narrator vanishes as the house disappears.
Captain Walker, in uniform, is standing in court before a Judge and Barristers. The Judge pronounces the
Captain “Not Guilty” of murder, and Mrs. Walker and Uncle Ernie celebrate the finding with the rest of the
courtroom. When the Judge addresses Four-Year-Old Tommy, we hear what Tommy hears: the language
becomes unintelligible and he stares straight ahead. Tommy’s parents realize what they may have done to him.
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Tommy is taken to a hospital, where he is rushed from room to room for a series of tests and evaluations. A
Young Doctor delivers Tommy to a Nurse, who takes his pulse and gets a urine sample as another Doctor waits
nearby; another Nurse checks his reflexes and takes blood; a Doctor unbuttons his shirt and listens to his
heartbeat; another Doctor looks into his eyes and ears. After studying Tommy’s charts, a Doctor addresses the
Walkers, shaking his head. The Walkers go away, leaving Tommy with the Doctors (‘Sparks’).
A slide announces: 1950. Ten-Year-Old Tommy, a balloon tied to his wrist, appears with a Nurse to meet his
parents. The Narrator floats down (‘Amazing Journey – Reprise’), takes the balloon from the boy and floats
away with it.
The Walker family – including Ten-Year-Old Tommy, Mr. and Mrs. Walker, Uncle Ernie, Cousin Kevin and other
relatives – attend church at Christmas. The Minister and his wife listen as a choir sings. The family comments
that Tommy isn’t able to appreciate Christmas (‘Christmas’). Although they try to enjoy the party, they can’t
help but think that Tommy doesn’t know that it is Christmas or understand its meaning. Everyone is stunned
when Tommy responds to Uncle Ernie’s playing the French Horn. Mr. Walker, in a desperate attempt to reach
his son, shouts, “Tommy, can you hear me?” multiple times. Older Tommy, only visible to young Tommy, sings
to him (‘See Me, Feel Me’).
Back home, the Walkers worry about whether to leave Tommy with his alcoholic Uncle Ernie (‘Do You Think It’s
Alright’). Once alone with Tommy, Ernie molests him (‘Fiddle About’).
Tommy’s next babysitter, cousin Kevin, bullies and abuses Tommy mercilessly (‘Cousin Kevin’). Cousin Kevin
and his friends then take Tommy to a youth club, where, to everyone’s astonishment, he plays pinball brilliantly
(‘Sensation’). Encouraged, the Walkers try yet another doctor, a psychiatrist, who tests Tommy without success
(‘Sparks – Reprise’).
A desperate Mr. Walker is approached by The Hawker and Harmonica Player, who promise a miraculous
cure for Tommy (‘Eyesight to the Blind’). They take Mr. Walker and young Tommy to the Isle of Dogs to find
a prostitute called The Gypsy. She tries to convince Mr. Walker to let her spend time alone with Tommy,
introducing him to sex and drugs (‘Acid Queen’). Mr. Walker, horrified by the Gyspy’s methods, snatches the
boy and runs away.
The act ends in 1958 as Cousin Kevin and a group of teenagers await 17-year-old Tommy’s appearance at the
amusement arcade (‘Pinball Wizard’).
Act Two
It is 1960. Tommy has become the pinball champion and hero of the neighborhood gang (‘Underture’). Mr.
Walker, still in search of a cure, convinces his wife to try once more (‘There’s a Doctor I’ve Found’). They take
Tommy to specialists for elaborate tests, but to no avail (‘Go to the Mirror / Listening to You’). The doctors
discover that Tommy’s senses do work but are, for some reason, not processing what he sees or hears, and that
no one can free Tommy from his catatonic state... but himself. On the street, a group of local louts surround
Tommy and carry him home (‘Tommy, Can You Hear Me?’).
The Walkers, at their wit’s end and considering having Tommy institutionalized, compassionately confront
one another (‘Believe My Own Eyes’). Tommy stares into the mirror as his mother tries desperately to reach
him (‘Smash the Mirror’). Out of rage, frustration and desperation, she shatters the mirror into which Tommy
continually gazed for years. With the mirror in pieces, Tommy becomes conscious and leaves home (‘I’m Free’).
From 1961 to 1963, Tommy’s cure hits the news (‘Miracle Cure’). He is idolized by the public and the press
(‘Sensation – Reprise’). He begins appearing in stadiums, playing pinball with a helmet that temporarily blinds
and deafens him (‘I’m Free / Pinball Wizard – Reprise’). Uncle Ernie tries to capitalize on Tommy’s newfound
stardom by selling Tommy souvenirs in a carnival-like setting (‘Tommy’s Holiday Camp’).
Teenaged Sally Simpson manages to sneak out of her parents’ home to attend Tommy’s appearance. She gets
onstage and tries to touch Tommy but, in the commotion, he unknowingly pushes her off the stage. She falls
and is pummeled by the guards (‘Sally Simpson’). Tommy, in horror, stops the show and tends to her. Realizing
how caught up in the celebrity machine he is, due to the remarkable recovery of his senses, Tommy wishes to
do something in return for his fans and invites them all back to his house (‘Welcome’). Once there, Sally asks
Tommy how she can be more like him (‘Sally Simpson’s Question’). He is confused and insists that there is no
reason for anyone to be like him when everyone else already possesses the gifts that he was deprived of most
of his life.
Victorian Opera: The Who’s Tommy
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He suddenly realizes that, although he had thought his fame came from his miraculous recovery, in fact, it
arose because others hoped that he would assume the role of a kind of spiritual leader, based on his knowledge
of what it is like not to hear, see or communicate for so long. Now, disenchanted with their hero for failing to
provide the answers that they wanted to be told, the crowd turns on him and leaves (‘We’re Not Gonna Take
It’).
Now in despair, Tommy begins hearing the voice of his ten-year-old self and, for a moment (and to the horror
of his family), he seems to be reverting to his old state (‘See Me, Feel Me – Reprise’). Instead of reverting, he
turns to his family, whom he has ignored during his stardom, embraces them in acceptance and reunites with
his younger selves (‘Listening to You – Reprise’). The entire ensemble joins him and his family on stage. As the
curtain falls, we find the Four-Year-Old Tommy, the Ten-Year-Old Tommy and Adult Tommy are left all alone on
stage.
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Creative Team

Roger Hodgman
Director

Jack Earle
Musical Director

Dana Jolly
Choreographer

Christina Smith
Set designer

Isaac Lummis
Costume designer

Matt Scott
Lighting designer

Peter Grubb
Sound designer

Jamie Clennett
Video designer

Mat Verevis
Narrator/Tommy

Matt Hetherington
Captain Walker

Amy Lehpamer
Mrs. Walker

Vincent Hooper
Cousin Kevin

Kanen Breen
Uncle Ernie

Paul Capsis
The Gypsy (Acid
Queen)

Characters and cast
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Characters and cast continued...

Olivia Annetta
Four-year-old Tommy

Elijah Slavinskis
Ten-year-old Tommy

Will Wiseman
Ten-year-old Tommy

Mark Doggett

Mark Hill

Nicole Melloy

John O’Hara

Darcey Eagle

Joshua Gordon

David Hammond

Shaelyn Hughes

Jane Kingsford

Savannah Lind

Anna Mallows

Adam Noviello

Hamilton Binnie
Garcia
Four-year-old Tommy

Ensemble
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Ensemble continued...

John Reed

Jack Saunders

Stephanie Wall

Jun Woodfield

Dean Schulz
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The Arts – Music
About The Who
British rock group The Who gained notoriety in the late 1960s and 70s and is widely considered today to be one
of the most influential rock groups of the twentieth century. The band’s principal members include guitarist
and singer Peter Townshend, lead singer Roger Daltrey, bass guitarist and singer John Entwistle, and drummer
Keith Moon. An overdose led to Moon’s untimely death in 1978, resulting in the addition of Kenney Jones.
The Who originated from the group The Detours, a band formed by college graduates Townshend, Daltrey and
Entwistle, who spent their nights gallivanting through the West London club and pub circuit whilst maintaining
their daytime jobs. The Who’s unique sound and stage presence disturbed the status quo of the rock genre,
which was dominated by bands such as The Beatles and The Rolling Stones who inspired unification. The Who
emerged as excluded contrarians, unapologetically bitter, destroying guitars and drums in an almost frenzied
stage rage. This expression of auto-destructive art helped establish the band’s place in the pop art and mod
movements, echoing the alienation of an entire generation. Their message resonated on a colossal scale, with
the sale of over 100 million records worldwide, affording the band legendary status. The Who is also credited
to pioneering rock opera, producing some of the genre’s first and most definitive works, including Tommy.

About Pete Townshend
Peter Townshend was born in Chiswick, West London on May 19, 1945 to musical parents: alto-saxophone
player Cliff Townshend, and singer Betty Dennis. Raised in post-World War II London, Townshend recalls
his early years spent playing with the local children in bombsites, stumbling upon the remnants of bodies,
skeletons and watches. Unfortunately, home provided no refuge, as he was tormented by the cruelties of his
parents’ alcoholism and marital pressures before ultimately being sent to live with his grandmother, who he
has described as ‘mentally unstable’. Townshend’s years of pent-up aggression would later be exorcised in a
signature element of The Who’s emotionally charged live shows, the cathartic smashing of his guitar and other
instruments onstage.
At around eleven years old, Townshend became drawn to rock after watching the 1955 film Rock Around
the Clock. With an affinity for music, he is self-taught in the keyboard, banjo, bass guitar, drums, accordion,
harmonica, ukulele, mandolin, violin, and synthesiser. Before forming The Who, Townshend experimented
in several radical rock groups whilst attending the Ealing School of Art during the 1960s, where he studied
graphic design. He would go on to become a guitarist, singer and principal songwriter of The Who, having
written over one hundred songs over the band’s twelve studio albums.
Townshend was a sought-after interviewee as both a charismatic rock figure and eloquent spokesman,
providing acute insight and sometimes controversial commentary about the genre and its key players. He
garnered attention for inquisitively challenging the status quo of the music industry, fittingly as a pioneer
of the internet, through publishing various essays, journals and short stories to periodicals both in print and
online.
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About the work
The Who’s Tommy is a rock musical stage production that brings the band’s fourth studio album to life. Upon its
release in 1969, the rock opera album Tommy received critical acclaim. The concept album chronicles the story
of a ‘deaf, dumb and blind’ boy, who overcomes cruel beginnings to discover an extraordinary flair for playing
pinball.
The story has roots in spirituality, which mirrored Townshend’s own journey at the time, particularly with
the teachings of Indian mystic Meher Baba. Townshend originally envisaged the character of Tommy as an
enlightened guru, but instead decided to portray this more subtly through his pinball wizardry. This would help
the story resonate with a wider audience by easing the spiritual overtones.
The show has enjoyed many iterations since its first stage production in Seattle in 1971, which starred Bette
Midler as the Acid Queen. Tommy has welcomed several esteemed musical guests since. Lou Reizner’s 1972
orchestral production at the Rainbow Theatre in London boasted an all-star cast, including Steve Winwood,
Rod Stewart, Sandy Denny, Richie Havens and Ringo Starr. The twentieth anniversary reunion tour in 1989
concluded with a star-studded presentation of the show in Los Angeles, bringing together a cast of music
royalty: Elton John, Phil Collins, Steve Winwood, Patti LaBelle and Billy Idol.
Townshend teamed up with Des McAnuff in 1991 to write the book for the musical adaptation of Tommy. The
production premiered in San Diego at La Jolla Playhouse, the theatre where MacAnuff was the director, and
moved to Broadway in 1993 where it ran for two years. The production received mixed reviews but won five
Tony awards.
Victorian Opera’s production of The Who’s Tommy is the Australian premiere performance of the musical
production. Directed by Roger Hodgman with designs by Christina Smith, Isaac Lummis and Matt Scott, it
features an all-Australian cast.

Activity one: Research and writing
Choose from one of the below topics and write a 1000-word essay, using a minimum of five
references.
1. How did the rock ‘n’ roll genre change with the release of The Who’s Tommy?
2. Write a report that compares The Who’s Tommy with two other albums of your own choice
that were released in the same year. In your report, analyse the types of albums they were, for
example, conceptual albums that had an underlying theme or story, and discuss how they differed
in style and how they were received by their fans.
3. Identify the themes explored in The Who’s Tommy and how these reflect the life of its author,
Peter Townshend.
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Interview with the Musical Director, Jack Earle
Were you familiar with this work before being asked to come on board as the musical director?
I had always known of the existence of a rock opera called Tommy by The Who, and I was familiar with the hit
song ‘Pinball Wizard’ due to being an Elton John fan, but never got around to checking out any of the rest
of the music before being asked to come on board. It was fun – and super interesting – to discover the long
history and many iterations of the landmark work.
I remember a short-lived band I used to play in during my high school years used to jam out to ‘Pinball Wizard’
and ‘Baba O’Riley’ in our garages. We played one performance…
What does the musical director do?
The musical director is in charge of all musical aspects of the show; i.e. the vocal and instrumental
interpretation of the material. The job is to make sure it tells the story effectively and fits with the vision of the
director – much like the choreographer tells the story through movement, the musical director tells the story
through musical interpretation.
Does your role in the rehearsal room differ to that during performances?
Absolutely – in the rehearsal room it’s all about the vocals, making sure they are singing the dots on the score
accurately, and with an appropriate interpretation of the musical style. In this show it’s important to interpret
the music in a different way to how one might approach a more traditional musical (such as Rogers and
Hammerstein).
Often the musical director will play piano in the rehearsal room as well; on this show I get to share that job with
the amazing Phoebe Briggs. This means we have to represent what the band or orchestra will play during the
performance, support and drive the vocal performances as an accompanist, and play with extreme rhythmic
accuracy for the choreography rehearsals – particularly in a rock opera where the drums are the driving force.
In performances my job is to lead the band or orchestra, cue the on-stage performers, control the tempo or
speed of the music, and time all underscoring to fit perfectly with the on stage action. In addition to that I also
get to play keyboards and rock out with the band which should be a bit of fun.
What sort of preparation do you do before going into rehearsals and what is involved?
As Tommy originated as a concept album – a work designed to be a sonic experience without visual
performance – I thought it important to start there, and listen to the original 1969 album.
I also listened to the many different recordings of The Who performing Tommy in live concerts to really
familiarise myself with the songs in their original form without the dramatic context of the stage adaptation.
There was also a lot of score study – learning what each harmonic part does, learning what the lead singers
are given as source material, learning the piano accompaniments, and learning what each instrumentalist does
during the show.
Are there any musical themes within the score that appear throughout the work or does each song stand
alone?
It may not have the leitmotifs of a [Richard] Wagner opera, where each character has their own musical theme,
but there are absolutely some key riffs and hooks that hold the show together and make it work as a complete
cohesive work.
You’ll notice the ‘Pinball Wizard’ riff at moments of triumph and power. You’ll hear ‘It’s A Boy’ whenever Mrs
Walker is feeling maternal love for her son. You’ll hear the main hook of ‘Go To The Mirror’ whenever there’s
important story telling moments. You’ll hear the ‘Amazing Journey’ chord progression throughout the show
whenever Tommy is narrating. You’ll her Mr Walker’s iconic ‘Tommy can you hear me’ recurring throughout the
piece.
One of the major themes in the show is the ‘See me, Feel me, Touch me, Heal me’ sung by Tommy in his various
incarnations as four year-old, ten-year-old, and adult.
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Activity two: Listening practice
Listen to the Broadway Cast recording of The Who’s Tommy and pay particular attention to the riffs
and hooks that Jack mentions in the question above.
Make a list of where they appear throughout the album and how they aid in telling the story. For
example, does a particular riff link the current action or emotion to one that occurred earlier in
the album?
For a copy of the album, visit https://open.spotify.com/album/2TQsCLDUh4uTWUbd0G5qHh?si=
sUviH6-mR2qppsYxTMa1Aw&dl_branch=1
If you had to choose, which is your favourite piece in Tommy?
I love Tommy’s rockstar moments ‘Sensation’, ‘Pinball Wizard’, and ‘I’m Free’ – they’re the best constructed
songs and act as an emotional release for Tommy’s character – and for the band.
Can you tell us a little bit about yourself and how you shaped a career in music?
I learned classical piano from the age of four and jazz trumpet from the age of seven – throughout my
childhood I transferred the knowledge I learned from jazz to classical and vice versa. I was obsessed with
musical theatre from the earliest possible age and frequently performed on stage and in the pit in community
theatre shows.
My musical family encouraged my musical pursuits and always took me to the theatre, orchestra concerts and
jazz gigs, that it didn’t really occur to me to try anything else – nor did I want to.
When I was twelve years old I decided it was high time I ran my own musical ensemble and figured an eighteen
piece big band was the most logical ensemble to put together. It was here that I learned about musical
direction, composition, arranging, and ensemble playing. I made my first studio recordings with them and
continue to utilise the band as an outlet for my compositional pursuits, and for continuing lessons in leading an
ensemble to excellence.
After high school I received a full tuition scholarship to attend Berklee College of Music in Boston, where I fell
further in love with jazz improvisation and small combo playing – which is a never-ending journey that I’m lucky
to be taking with my musical colleagues Kieran Rafferty and Patrick Schmidli, who form The Jack Earle Trio.
I’m lucky to be trained in many different aspects of music and have managed to shape a career based around
my diversity of skill and willingness to adapt to all genres and opportunities.
Finally, what are you looking forward to as you go into rehearsals?
One of the best days in the rehearsal period is always the sitzprobe: the first time the cast and orchestra
come together. There’s always a magical atmosphere and a sense of excitement to finally see the show come
together and sound like the real thing!
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Activity three: Melodic dictation
Play the below excerpts from The Who’s Tommy to your students and ask them to complete a
melodic dictation.
Excerpt one
From ‘It’s a boy’

Excerpt two
From ‘Amazing Journey’
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The Arts – Drama
Interview with the Director, Roger Hodgman
Were you familiar with this work before being asked to direct it?
I knew the recording very well (it was actually an LP first) because I was living in London around 1970 just after
it was released and The Who was my favourite band. When it first came out it was a real revelation. It was one
of the first, or maybe the first, of those concept albums that took everyone’s imagination. I think the New York
Times called it the ‘first rock masterpiece’, for example, and it was up there with Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely Hearts
Club Band, and I suppose The Wall by Pink Floyd, as the three great records that you used to listen to. Up until
then, everybody had just done songs and then suddenly there was something more conceptual. And wonderful
music, wonderful music.
There have been many attempts to put it on the stage, but more or less unofficial and not properly done. Then
in the 90s, Townshend got together with a Canadian director, Des McAnuff, and wrangled it into a coherent
musical, which I had heard about but hadn’t actually seen. But I knew the music very well.
So, the music from the musical is very much from the album?
Absolutely. There’s one new song that he wrote to flesh out the story, and some of the instrumental music
which covers scene changes, but that’s all derived from the original music. So, there’s only one song that’s
different. Anyone that knows the original music will be happy with this production. The band is not dissimilar
either – originally it was for guitar, bass guitar and drums, and it’s got all those elements, plus keyboards, and
also French horn. That’s because John Entwistle, who was the bass player, the absolute greatest bass player of
his generation, also bizarrely used to play the French horn, so there’s bits of French horn in the middle there.
What are some of the key themes in Tommy?
It’s interesting, I’ve read many articles by Townshend and his opinion has changed over time. It’s not specifically
autobiographical, but I think it’s very much about his own personality, his upbringing, and his life. It’s about a
young boy who is, or becomes, blind, deaf and dumb after witnessing a catastrophic event. But it’s actually a
case study of severe autism written at a time before autism was completely understood, that’s what it’s really
about. This young kid, completely withdrawn, is bullied and exploited, but finally finds his place in the world by
becoming a champion pinball player and becomes a huge star.
It’s also about stardom. It’s about the nature of fame and stardom, and the good and the bad parts of that. The
fans go crazy, become obsessive and proprietorial, and that’s something Townshend was going through at the
time. It’s also very much like that today, isn’t it? The celebrity culture and all the bizarre connotations of that.
So, while it’s set back in the 60s, that’s completely irrelevant. It’s also a better study of autism than probably
anybody realised at the time, it’s very much about severe autism. Townshend didn’t originally say that, but he
now says that’s what it’s about.
I also don’t think it’s a stretch to think of the pinball, which is a bizarre, slightly unusual element, as a metaphor
for the guitar. Townshend was a champion guitar player and found himself through playing the guitar. He
became famous, a huge star, playing guitar and singing. That’s kind of what happens to Tommy so, there are
those connotations there as well, I think.
But I don’t think it’s dated. The setting is briefly during the war, then post-war Britain up to the beginning of
the swinging 60s, when Britain was going through a pretty deprived time with rations and privations, but then
gradually came into its prime in the 60s, I suppose. But although that’s quite specific, it’s still totally relevant
to the themes. The music is interesting, because most of the young people who came in to audition didn’t
know the music, but they all came in saying ‘My God, this music is fantastic’, because it is! It’s fifty years old,
and pretty amazing music when you think about when it was written – it still works. It was really entertaining
and heartening to see all these young singers discovering it, and saying, ‘What wonderful music, I didn’t know
it’. Another generation all know it, all my friends are lining up to get tickets or demanding free tickets from me
because that’s their childhood or their youth. I had an email from a very well-known actor yesterday saying,
‘Oh my God, you’re doing Tommy. Get me tickets, it’s my all-time favourite.’ I’m not going to get him tickets
though, he can pay for them!
Victorian Opera: The Who’s Tommy
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Activity one: Exploring character
Read the synopsis on pages 4-6 of this resource.
Write and perform a monologue of the adult Tommy at the point in which he realises that his stardom has
overtaken him.
Your monologue should use expressive skills such as voice, movement, gesture and facial expression, to
convey your characterisation of Tommy and the point in time at which this monologue takes place.
The work contains scenes that deal with some sensitive issues around physical and sexual abuse. As a director,
how do you ensure your cast aren’t affected by the content they’re required to perform?
Yes, there are scenes of bullying; school bullying that everyone has experienced or knows about. No one’s
going to get bashed up onstage, so I think it’s largely manageable and understandable. It’s almost entertaining,
because it’s happening during the song where he discovers his pinball mastery.
The scene of what we assume is sexual molestation by his uncle is quite confronting, because of what it’s
about. It certainly won’t be confronting in the way that we do it, we’re not going to have anything physically
happening onstage. No one’s going to be physically molested on stage, but it’s clear that that’s the intention.
Townshend now tends to say that it was something that was in his mind rather than something that actually
happened, but I believe he had in fact been molested as a child. He knew what the effect of that was on
somebody’s personality. He has discovered that further as he’s gone into therapy recently. He wanted it to
be an element, but he didn’t want to write it himself because it was too confronting, so he got Keith Moon to
write the piece.
We’re going to do it in a way that’s kind of abstract. It’s clear that that is what’s in Uncle Ernie’s mind, but he
won’t touch the young boy, for example. We’ve had long discussions with the parents of the two kids playing it
and they’re very comfortable with what we’ve discussed. We have two boys playing the ten-year-old, because
we’ve got the four-year-old, the ten-year-old, and the adult Tommy, and they do alternative nights, because
children can’t perform eight times a week. Both kids know what it’s about and they’re comfortable with it
– the idea is confronting, but nothing confronting physically. I haven’t fully explored this with Kanen Breen,
who is perfectly cast as Uncle Ernie. Not because you believe he was a paedophile but because he’s such an
entertaining performer and such a good actor, as well as a brilliant singer. I think we’ll find a way that suggests
that he is very guilty about it. The rest of the show is kind of wary, particularly when Tommy finds his voice, I
think he’s really scared about what’s going to happen.
So, it’s not easy. It’s certainly not for entertainment value, although when the show was first recorded, it
probably was slightly entertaining, because people didn’t really understand the connotations of how serious
or how prevalent that was, and has been, for ages. I think it’s much more confronting now because we are
much more familiar with both the event and the consequences. I think Townshend wanted to explore those
consequences – that’s one of the things that brought on this almost catatonic state of autism.
That’s so interesting because the text is quite forward in that scene.
Yes, well, the text in terms of the lyrics of the song, absolutely. It is very clear what he’s going to do, or what
he’s thinking of doing. But some of the stage directions in
the text are simply a description of what the first production
Activity two: Class discussion
did. They’re not sacrosanct in any way, what they’ve written
is just what happened in that first production. The text of
the song is explicit, so you can’t pretend it’s not there, but it
How much does lived experience influence
won’t be physically confronting.
the creation of new work?
Do you have to think about how the audience might
Using The Who’s Tommy as a case study,
respond to the scene as well?
discuss how Peter Townshend’s life
experiences shaped the creation of the
Yes, one assumes they’ll be horrified by it, you’d want
album and musical theatre adaptation of the
them to be horrified by it. You wouldn’t want them to be
work.
entertained by it. The song could be entertaining, and I think
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Kanen will give it an edge. It’s confronting in that way I think that you’re almost kind of seduced into finding it
funny, and then realising with horror what it’s about. I think there’s nothing wrong with making audiences feel
uncomfortable, or confronting their own responses to things, because I think that really makes them think. I
don’t think theatre has to just be about entertaining, it’s about making people think and confront their own
thoughts as well, and wonder what it is they’re enjoying. But it’s two minutes in eighty minutes so it’s not like
the whole show is an exploration of that theme. It’s just an incidental thing, but it is part of the makeup of
Tommy’s nature, of why he’s withdrawn and as I say, autistic.
What type of research do you do when preparing to stage a work like Tommy?
With Tommy, I listened to the music endlessly. It’s such a complicated piece, and I’ve read a lot of stuff about
The Who and Townshend, which was no hardship because I’ve always had an interest anyway. I had read a bit
before and about what was in Townshend’s mind, which was a whole lot of things. It wasn’t like a nice, linear
sort of thing, a whole lot of it came almost by chance.
I’ll just go sideways for a moment. The pinball happened absolutely by accident, in that he had written the story
about this boy, and then started on the music, and they played it to Nik Cohn, who was the great rock journalist
of the time and a fan of The Who. He happened to be a pinball fanatic, and Townshend had played pinball with
him, so they said, ‘What do you think?’ Nik Cohn said, ‘It’s OK, it’s alright, but I don’t think I’ll be giving it a
five-star review.’ Then Townshend said, ‘Come here for a second. I’ve been thinking, I reckon I’m going to write
the song where he becomes a champion pinball player’, and Nik Cohn said, ‘It’s a masterpiece.’ That’s Pete
Townshend’s own story and that was the missing link in the piece. It’s not as cynical as it sounds, but that was
the missing link. They needed something for him to be brilliant at that made him a star, and the show would not
be remotely as good without that. Let alone, you wouldn’t have one of the all-time great songs, ‘Pinball Wizard’,
which Elton John made famous.
So, as I say, it wasn’t a cynical thing, where Townshend is thinking, ‘Oh my God, that’s the perfect thing.’ But
Townshend is very entertaining. He’s got a very dry wit, Townshend, he’s got quite a dark character and you
know he’s got lots of demons. But he’s also very witty, and he’s often told that story, and it’s very funny.
To go back to research, what else have I done? Funnily enough, it’s such a sprawling, difficult piece and a lot
of the work has been literally working out the mechanics of how it can be staged and in the process of that
getting to know the show really well. I haven’t done a lot of work on the period because I’m familiar with it. As
I say, I was living in London shortly after
that, and I’ve always had great interest
in English society from the war onwards,
Activity three: Develop a concept
so I feel that I know the world quite well.
It’s quite a specific lower-middle class
Read the synopsis of The Who’s Tommy found on pages 4-6 of this
world, not quite working class, just a tad
resource.
above, with a little detached house, and
Develop a concept of how you would stage this production if
I lived in a similar house. I even showed
you were the director. Ensure your concept includes evidence of
the video designer a photo of the house
research into the work, genre of music and period in which it is
I was living in in London and he said, ‘My
set.
God, that’s it.’ So, because I know that
Finally, present your concept to your classmates.
world pretty well, I think, I didn’t need
to do much research on that.
As you said before, the story takes place over quite a big period of time and the action moves quite quickly
with descriptions on how the time passes provided in the stage directions. What sort of techniques or staging
will you use to clearly depict that passage of time?
It’s shorthand, really. People I think are now used to shows that move rapidly from film, more so than they were
back then. The year is projected from time to time, which tells you when things have moved. There are devices
like the four-year-old Tommy’s balloon, which he takes with him off stage, and the ten-year-old Tommy walks
back on stage with the same balloon, so you know that that’s the same character ten years later. The costuming
and hairstyles to some extent will indicate the passing of time. Isaac Lummis is a fabulous costume designer
and is highly enjoying trying to get a sense of the 40s and 50s, so the passage of time will be indicated by that
as well. So, the signposts will be there, and I think they’ll be pretty clear.
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You’ve worked as a director in theatre, film and TV. Is directing opera, or a less traditional opera such as
Tommy, any different?
Funnily enough, I get asked this question quite a lot, and people often ask me, which do I prefer because I do
work across all those mediums and that’s fairly unusual and it must be so different. I always give an answer that
nobody wants, which is that it doesn’t feel different. Of course, it is different. The last thing I’ve done during
the lockdown was Wentworth, a high energy TV series, and working on that and thinking about what the shots
are and all the rest of it, is completely different from working on this, but it doesn’t feel that different.
There’s a lot more to do, more so than with plays, because in plays once you’ve got the space and the actors,
you kind of explore the journey during the rehearsals. But in a big musical like this, and the same is true with
opera, a lot of it’s in the prep, because a lot of it, as it is in a television drama, is to do with the practicalities of
how you can tell the story. That feels very similar, in terms of how my brain works.
Obviously, the music is less important in screen, but this is all about the music, which I love. So, that is
different. When you’re working in musical theatre or opera, on the floor with the performers, you’re working
more in shorthand. You know, if you think about a musical or an opera of which you’ve got, say, two hours,
most of it is music and songs and there’s not much dialogue, and, in fact, Tommy has only got, I reckon, about
two minutes of dialogue. A song by its nature is like expanding time, it’s like a minute of time which is expanded
over, say, four minutes. So, you’re working more in shorthand, in a way.
The development of a character is different from a play or a television series, where you have scene by scene
by scene, and you see characters develop gradually. Often these things are much more economically told;
here’s Tommy at this age, here’s Tommy at that age, here’s Tommy doing this, you know. So, it’s a different part
of your brain that has to work on that bit.
But it doesn’t feel different, and I can’t describe why it doesn’t, because it should do – because it is different.
The practicalities are completely different, but it seems to use much the same part of my brain. Working on the
floor with performers doesn’t really change; you ask the same questions, you make the same offers. Although
what’s wonderful about it and why I like musical theatre probably the best of all is that the music component is
such a powerful, emotional part of it. There was a day when opera singers were terrible actors, and just stood
there and sang, ‘park and bark’ as they used to call it, or still do, sometimes. That’s going: opera singers and
certain musical theatre singers are getting to be good actors as well. Particularly with Tommy, if it was just the
music being sung as music, but not as an exploration of a series of characters’ journeys, it would be really dull.
So, there are great similarities in working with performers in terms of how I treat them, the kind of input I give
them, and also how I respond to them. So, other than saying I’d probably prefer working with music theatre of
all kinds, it doesn’t seem much different.
Finally, what are you most looking forward to as you begin rehearsals?
Sitting there listening to that music day after day! That’s one of the great things about music theatre, you have
the privilege of sitting there listening to people singing beautifully at you all day. That’s not to say it’s not going
to be a really hectic rehearsal period, trying to wrangle this sprawling story into eighty or ninety minutes of
coherence, but that’s the most pleasurable thing.
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The Arts – Visual Arts
Interview with the Set Designer, Christina Smith
Were you familiar with this work before being asked to design the set?
I was familiar with the more well known songs, but not the movie or the complete album. However, The Who
happen to be one of my partner’s favourite bands – and he in turn happens to be the lighting designer on the
show. When Roger first called me about the show I became very excited, mainly because I was anticipating my
partner’s reaction! I’ve really enjoyed getting to know the work in its entirety since.
Can you explain the set design for this work?
Whilst there were several iterations of the design before we landed on the final configuration, the centrality
of the band onstage has always been the key feature. We have always wanted the performers to be connected
visually to the band, so placing them centrally was a fundamental consideration. The idea of the band onstage
also drives the aesthetic, which is very much in the vein of a rock concert with music being the focus.
In line with the concert aesthetic are the two large LED screens that sit above the space. The content of these
screens evolves from locating the action in the preliminary scenes to visually ‘mirroring’ the psychology of
Tommy – like a window into his mind that the rest of the characters don’t get to see. The mirror is a central
motif to the work, conveyed not only through the screen content but also the ‘mirror’ configuration.
Within the rock concert format, elements of naturalistic props and furniture are utilised as required, becoming
fragments of the world inhabited by the characters whilst still remaining on the concert stage.

Tommy takes place over 20 years or so. How is this reflected in your set design?
The elemental nature of the design doesn’t allow for dramatic wholesale changes to the set. The choice of
props certainly aligns with the decades, though not every element is ‘up to the minute’. For example, the
Walker House is purposefully ‘set in time’ in the 1940s, contrasting the idea that Tommy has moved forward
and into the modern world. The minimal design places a lot of emphasis on the characters and therefore their
costumes, whilst the video design on the screen is also a major visual component that suggests time and place
(perhaps far more efficiently than the set does in this instance).
The action moves quite quickly in some parts of the show. Is this something you have to keep in mind when
designing the set and how the performers are using the props and furniture?
In this sense (amongst others) The Who’s Tommy is operatic – the music starts and doesn’t stop! In opera
you are always driven and guided by the music, and are only given as much time to change scenery as the
music allows. Careful consideration must always be given to how the scenes change and the elements move,
especially how they do so in the allotted time and with the music.
Victorian Opera: The Who’s Tommy
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Do you need to have an understanding of how sets are built in order to be a set designer or is that something
that you learn on the job?
Whilst there was some basic set building instruction when I trained to become a designer, I learnt most of
what I know about sets and their construction through working and getting designs built. I rely heavily on the
knowledge and expertise of set builders, workshops and scenic artists to realise my work, and their input is
an important part of the process – it is not something I can accomplish on my own. When I first started out
studying, I felt that my lack of skills and knowledge in this area would prevent me becoming a set designer,
and as I result, I felt I would become a costume designer as I had more costume construction know-how. I
subsequently realised that the design is the idea, and that these ideas should not be limited by pragmatic
knowledge – there is always someone who will know how to achieve an idea (as long as you are willing to
collaborate!).
What does your role entail once the set has been built and the show is in rehearsals?
I like to maintain a close connection to the rehearsal room once rehearsals begin, as this is really when the
ideas of the previous months get tested. The introduction of the cast and the rest of the creatives inevitably
brings changes and additional considerations, and so I’m there to make what are often quick decisions in order
to solve challenges and problems. As the focus shifts to the performer, props become a high priority and the
sourcing of these often continues right throughout the rehearsal period with the assistance of the assistant
stage manager. With this malleability in mind, I also see my job as the supervisor of the design intentions – with
every decision I make, I always question if it holds true to the key and fundamental ideals of the design.
What have you enjoyed most about working on this production?
The best part to date has been actually getting to the rehearsal stage. We were right in the middle of the
design process when the pandemic struck Australia in March 2020 – I delivered the concept right before the
first lockdown. It has subsequently been a long and often disjointed process to get to where we are now, and
one unlike anything I’ve experienced in my twenty-five year career. The protracted and fitful nature of this
process has been at odds with the usual rhythm of a production from initial design to opening night, and the
struggle has been to maintain a drive, momentum and consistency with my work.
I also really enjoyed working with Jamie Clennett who has been designing the video for the show. Whilst I had
an initial concept as to how the screens would function in terms of the narrative of the show, the collaboration
with Jamie (and the rest of the team) has brought new ideas and material to the design. As is the case with
many theatrical collaborations, the results are far richer and vastly superior than anything I could have
imagined on my own.

Activity one: Designing scenography
Read the synopsis of The Who’s Tommy provided on pages 4-6 of this resource then identify the moments
in the story that the use of digital scenography would be beneficial.
Choose two of these moments and using a storyboard, design how the digital scenography would look.
Present your storyboards to your classmates and in your presentation include an explanation on your
designs, outline where in the story they would be used and what they bring to the production.
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Interview with the Set Designer, Isaac Lummis
Were you familiar with this work before being asked to design the costumes?
I was not familiar with the show. I knew of the show, and I guess I was most familiar with ‘Pinball Wizard’, the
song, and ‘Acid Queen’. So, I kind of knew of this thing called Tommy, but no, I’d never seen the stage show, and
I’d only ever seen bits of the movie.
I assume you’ve since listened to the record.
Yes. To be perfectly honest, it’s a tough one for me, because this isn’t my genre of music, so it’s not what I’m
drawn to. Usually when I design shows such as musicals, I listen to the cast album over and over and over again.
Whereas this one, just because of the flavour of it… I’ve listened to it, but it’s not my cup of tea, per se.
Can you tell us about your designs for this show?
Yes, there’s loads of them. The show spans from the mid-1940s so World War II era, London, and crosses a
couple of decades, finishing in the 60s. It encompasses three decades, and three very distinct stylistic periods,
both in costume and hair. You’ve got the military uniforms and the ration era fashion wear, where you couldn’t
have full skirts and there were rules about clothing. Then you go into the 50s, which was another reaction to
not having to be on rations anymore; silhouettes changed, and hair changed. Then the 60s, which we all know
is another completely different-looking era in fashion.
Then you’ve got all the characters that live in amongst that. I feel like I’ve designed a whole city worth
of costumes, because you’ve got police and doctors and nurses, and you’ve got Christmas carollers and
churchgoers; you’ve got ministers and ministers’ wives; you’ve got youth group kids hanging out at the church
youth group; you’ve got hookers and louts in the Acid Queen scene; you’ve got TV reporters and cameramen;
you’ve got concert goers; you’ve got the Pinball Wizard scene, which is all the teddy boys and the teddy girls,
that’s a big thing. There’s childrenswear, Mr and Mrs Walker live through twenty years, so they have a few
clothes, and the list goes on. It’s massive!
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You would have had to work pretty closely with Christina [Smith, the set designer] in making sure that her set
matches your costume designs.
Well, in theory, yes, but at the same time, this show doesn’t have a set in the traditional sense. Instead there’s
the big AV screen behind the stage and whatever comes up on that, as well as minimal set elements that
wheel on and off, so there’s a lot of blackness. So, yes, I had to be aware of what she was doing and not be on a
different page, but in a way the costumes are the element that tell the story and tell location and tell us we’re
at the church or we’re at an RAF pre-war dance or we’re at a youth club.
But then of course, Christina has been sourcing props and doing that for months now, and one of the things
that she’s found are all these chairs for the launderette scene. I then think about how the colours of these
chairs can inform the colours of the costumes. This also applies with the living room furniture of the Walkers’
house, which is informing the colour palette for the costumes used in this scene. I don’t want to do anything
that clashes or pulls focus. At the same time I don’t want to dress someone in something that disappears when
they sit on the couch, or something like that.
Is it easier to design costumes when you’re not tied to a set per se or does that make it harder?
Well, no, I think actually it makes it easier because if you don’t have any parameters, you could go anywhere.
Whereas if I’ve got something like a colour palette already, I can hone in on that colour palette, and it helps
direct me. So yes, I always find that the more information, whether it’s in the script, from a set designer, a
choreographer, or whatever, especially if they’ve already got a bit of an idea about the direction, the more it
helps me hook into that and narrow down my choices. Otherwise, I’m faced with endless choices – which can
be really time-wasting.
You’ve mentioned that Tommy has a huge cast. Where do you begin and how do you manage all of the
costumes needed for the show?
The process 101 is: I read the script, I take notes, I break the scenes down. This script doesn’t give away much. It
lists a few characters, but you don’t necessarily get many details about who they are. It also doesn’t necessarily
tell you how many ensemble members there are in each scene, that’s more Dana [Jolly, the choreographer]
and Roger’s [Hodgman, the director] decision. So, I read the script, go through my process, then Roger and
Dana will send me the tracks and tell me how many ensemble members are in each scene and what they’re
going to be doing. So they fill in the blanks. From there I do my plot, where I go scene by scene, and work
out who is in each scene and what they are dressed as. Then I can make a costume list, which is basically just
a big list for each cast member that details what they’re wearing every time we see them. From that I’ll know
how many costumes are in the show. I think this show has just over two hundred costumes – full outfits, not
just pieces. You can then figure out wigs from there – we’re about eighty wigs in at the moment. So again, it’s
pretty big.
At that point, I work out what I’m dealing with. There are probably between eight and ten big scene changes
where the ensemble is doing a full change. We go from all the World War II uniforms into nurses or doctors at
the hospital, and then we go into the Christmas scene where they’re all churchgoers and Christmas carollers.
Then they’re youth group kids and then they’re the harlots and the louts in the Acid Queen scene. So, they’re
all changing constantly to set the scene – the time and place and all of that.
Do you design the main characters first and then build the extras?
It’s a bit of both. Sometimes it’s easier to design the main characters when you know what everyone else looks
like. As the sets are limited, the ensemble is setting the scene, as it were. So, if I create the church youth group
scene, for example, I know it’s the early 1950s so I know the silhouettes, the shape and the style of the clothes.
I know they’re teenagers and they’re therefore going to have a particular look because they’re not mums and
dads. In that way, I’ve narrowed it down. While the 50s had a particular colour palette and texture, I know that
we want to do bright colours later in the show, so automatically I’m steering clear of bright colours for the
youth group scene. Instead, I picked a sort of brown-y, olive-y, tweedy, sort of palette, which becomes the
scene. Then when I’m designing the costumes for Cousin Kevin, who has got to be the key person that we’re
focused on in this scene, I can put him in stronger colours so that we know who we’re looking at, and hopefully
no one in the ensemble is pulling focus instead. That’s probably how I approach designing most things. Or
alternatively, if I’ve got a really strong idea for a lead character, for instance where they’ve got to be dressed
head to toe in hot pink or something, or if there’s been a specific request from the director, I can say to myself,
‘Well they’re in that so everyone else has to be not that’.
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My understanding is that this show is so crazy cockamamie, it’s bizarre in a way. I felt that the set is a bit
abstract, the show is abstract, and the music is a bit abstract, so the costumes needed to not be too abstract,
because otherwise no one’s going to know what is going on. There’s also the fact that it’s mostly sung and
there’s not much information via dialogue, so the clothes also have to help tell the story. They’ll tell us who is a
nurse, who is a doctor, who is the minister’s wife. Otherwise, there’s just going to be all these people on stage,
a lot of noise, and it’s not going to be easy to follow.
From that point, the costumes are based in a bit of naturalism and realism, and it’s mostly very authentic to
the periods and what people would have worn. Although, as the show progresses and we venture into Tommy’s
mind, things get a bit stylised. The Acid Queen part is more heightened, and the Pinball Wizard teddy boys and
girls are again heightened, because the colour palette that I’m using for them is actually pulled from Christina’s
pinball machine graphic that she’s created. It’s a bright orange and purple, really sort of zingy. Then there’s the
crazy bit where we go inside Tommy’s mind, and it’s all like a mirror ball or shattered glass.
You’ve talked a lot about the different eras that feature in the costumes. Has this come out of research that
you’ve done or is this knowledge that you already have?
A bit of both, although I guess I always start with research – I’m very big on references and research. Back at
the start of last year, I was heavily researching Air Force and military uniforms, paratrooper uniforms and all
that sort of insignia. Also, period policemen and women uniforms. For me, there’s nothing I would hate more
than to put something on stage that’s supposed to be of a particular period and get it wrong – especially if
it’s really wrong. I guess just for myself, I do enjoy researching things. It’s always interesting to find out what a
stripe on a uniform means, or what an officer would wear as opposed to what just a cadet would wear. Even all
the different badges and their ranks, what colour blue, when they would wear a particular tunic, or just the little
jacket with the shirt. There are all these rules, and that’s a fun part of the job. Generally, when I’m designing
clothes, I love those sorts of period things, because clothes were a lot more fun back then. I love all the
different details and pocket designs, the fitted things and fabrics – it’s why I do it.

Activity two: Reference materials
Read the synopsis of The Who’s Tommy provided on pages 4-6 of this resource.
Pick a scene and make note of the time period the scene you choose takes place in. Create a mood board
of reference images that you would need to design costumes for each of the character that are part of the
scene.
Are all the costumes being created from scratch or are you sourcing things?
Oh my goodness, this show is so big that we do not have the time, the budget or the resources to do it all from
scratch. In a perfect world, with all the money in the world, you could make it all from scratch, but no, it’s a
bit of both. A lot of Amy’s [Mrs Walker] things are being made from scratch – she’s got a pretty special quick
change that’s going to happen in the prologue, where she’s like a babushka doll; underdressed with about four
costumes. It’ll be ‘reveal, reveal, reveal’, so that’s custom made.
We’re making the 40s dresses because now, actual 40s dresses are from eighty years ago, so you’re not going
to find very many 1940s dresses that have stood the test of time. Our bodies are different, and our ensemble
girls, they’re so fit and muscular and strong, that authentic 40s dresses wouldn’t fit our modern bodies, and
our cast have to dance and perform in these costumes. Vintage outfits are going to be in tatters after the first
wear. Things that you just know you can’t get, or things that you know have to perform, they’re not just a skirt
or a blouse – it has to be durable and costume-y, and it might have to be a quick change, so it has to be made a
certain way.
It’s also half and half because we have to consider what we have the capacity to make within the budget. That
can limit what you can afford to make from scratch, because it’s always more expensive to make everything
from the ground up. Additionally, there’s only so many makers that I have available, and we’ve only got so many
weeks to do it in. All those things feed into the decisions about what am I going to prioritise to be made, and
what do we think we’ll probably have to find or hire or buy online.
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Activity three: Design some costumes
Choose up to three of the characters you sought reference images for in Activity Two and design a
costume for each of them.
If the characters you have chosen require a costume change, be sure to include a second design and
information on how they may change into them in the instance that the costume change needs to happen
quickly.
Can you tell us a little bit about yourself and how you became a designer?
Where to start? I grew up in Perth, I left school, and wound up working in a costume shop / a shop for drag
queens, strippers and fancy dress. I was drawn to that. I worked there, went to TAFE and did dress making at
night, like pattern cutting, and did all of that in my evenings. A few years later, I went to Curtin University and
studied Fashion and Textile Design, so I got a Bachelor. I applied for WAAPA (Western Australian Academy of
Performing Arts), and I didn’t get in, they rejected me. So I thought, ‘Alright, I’ll show you’.
During my third year doing fashion and textile design, I did a secondment with Zoe Atkinson. During my
secondment with her, she fell pregnant and she was asked to do a show but she couldn’t do it, she said, ‘Why
don’t you get Isaac to do it?’. To me that felt like, when you need a door to open, you need to get your foot in
the door. That was my first foot in the door with designing a show, and then you just keep going as long as you
don’t stuff something up, and then you might get another one! After that, I moved to Melbourne and pretty
much did the same thing here.
Do you need to know how to sew to become a costume designer?
You don’t need to, but I highly recommend it. It’s not because you need to be out there making the costumes,
but if you’ve got a pretty good understanding of how things go together and how to cut a pattern, or how
to put stuff together, you can talk to cutters and makers because you know their language. It’s like going to
France and learning to speak French – your experience is so much deeper because you can understand more
and communicate. So, that is one thing, being able to talk through how stuff goes together. Also, if you know
how things are made, you can also problem-solve. In the world of costume, there is always, ‘We need this
costume to turn into that or we need this to be a quick change’, or it has to be able to do X, Y, & Z. Therefore, if
you know the engineering and the inner workings of things, you can nut out and solve those problems, which is
part of your job as a designer. It’s not necessarily just drawing a pretty picture; you need to know how it’s going
to work, how are you going to make that do the thing.
Finally, what are you most looking forward to in this production?
I’m looking forward to finding all the components, ticking all the boxes, and getting costumes on everyone. I
always look forward to seeing everything on people. In production week, when you’re doing the piano dress
and the dress rehearsals, and it’s the first time everyone’s got hair and makeup, and they’ve got wigs on, they
come out in their costumes, and you see it all come together. Quite often because things are being made in
various workrooms or at someone’s house, all the stuff sort of trickles in. It’s not until that moment when you
see it on everyone and they come on and they’re doing the scene work and the lights come on and you’re like,
‘Oh yeah, that worked.’ Or you hope it’s, ‘Oh that worked’, as opposed to, ‘Oh my God what have I done?’
It must be really cool to be able to see what was in your head come to life on stage.
Yes, I guess it’s having that confidence, because every choice is a decision. You have to decide, am I going to
use this fabric or that fabric, these buttons or those buttons, this colour or that colour? Am I putting this shirt
with that, with that or with those? So, having the confidence to make those decisions and then getting the
outcome you wanted, and then saying, ‘Yep, I’m glad I did that’.
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Glossary
Act – A component of the total work, consisting of its own partial dramatic arc.
Aria – An elaborate composition for solo voice with instrumental accompaniment.
Arioso – An aria of a lyrical and expressive quality.
Bar – Also called a measure. The section between two bar lines containing the number of beats as indicated by
the time signature.
Baritone – The male voice between the tenor and bass.
Bass – The lowest male voice.
Castrato – Historically, a singer who was castrated as a boy to retain the boyish quality of the voice. The pitch
of castrato singers was similar to a soprano.
Choreographer – The person who designs and creates the movement of the performance, usually in dance
form.
Chorus – In opera or music theatre this refers to a large body of singers.
Chorus master – The person responsible for the rehearsal and preparation of the chorus prior to production.
Composer – The person who writes the music.
Conductor - The person who interprets, directs and cues the orchestra or musical performance, coordinating
the performers and keeping the time through the technique of hand movements.
Contralto – The lowest female voice.
Countertenor – The highest male voice.
Designer – The person who designs the overall look of the production, including the sets, costumes, props and
lighting.
Director – The person who controls the artistic and dramatic aspects of the production, realising the
conceptual interpretation of the work.
Duet – A composition for two performers of equal importance.
Ensemble – A group of people that perform together.
Excerpt – A short extract from a piece of music.
Finale – The last movement in a work of several movements.
Harmony – The chordal (vertical) structure of a musical composition in contrast to the linear (single melodic
line) structure.
Hero / Heroine – In its modern form, the hero/heroine is a protagonist character who fulfils a task and restores
balance to the community. He/she/they are a born leader, whether they know it or not, as well as a real
survivor who has faith in good. Others are willing to believe in this hero and will follow him/her/them.
Interlude – A section of music between acts.
Intermission – A break in the performance that allows the audience to leave the auditorium.
Key – The tonal centre around which a composition is based, often indicated by a key signature.
Leitmotif – The representation of characters, typical situations and recurring ideas by musical motifs.
Libretto – The text of an opera or music theatre work (called a Book in music theatre).
Mezzo-soprano – The second highest female voice.
Mise en scène – The arrangement of the scenery, props, etc., on the stage of a theatrical production.
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Mod – A trend that appeared amongst young people in the early 1960s in Britain that saw young people
characterised by a smart stylish appearance.
Opera – A staged drama set to music, comprised of vocal pieces with instrumental accompaniment and usually
with orchestral overtures and interludes.
Orchestra – A large ensemble of instruments divided into four main sections: strings, woodwind, brass and
percussion.
Orchestration – Arrangement of the instrumentation of an orchestra in the writing of a composition.
Principal – One of the main characters.
Pulse – The underlying beat of a piece of music.
Range – The range from the lowest to highest notes that are played or sung.
Rehearsal – Where the performers and the director establish and refine the dramatic and musical
interpretation of the production.
Rhythm – The regular and irregular pattern of notes of different length in the music.
Repetiteur – A pianist who works as an accompanist and vocal coach for opera.
Scale model box – A scale miniature of the set design made from foam core and card.
Score – The document where all the parts of a work, both instrumental and vocal are notated.
Set – The place where a film, play or opera is performed or recorded, and the pictures, furniture, etc. that are
used to represent the world of the work.
Solo – A piece of music performed by a single performer either alone or with accompaniment.
Soprano – The highest female voice.
Sound Designer – The person who designs the additional sound used in a production.
Stage Manager – The person who manages the running of rehearsals and performances, managing all the
components of the production during performance.
Storyboard – A series of drawings, typically with some directions and dialogue, representing the shots planned
for a film or television production, or other audio visual content.
Surtitles – A translation of the words being sung on stage projected onto a screen above the stage.
Tenor – A high male voice.
Tessitura – The general range of vocal parts.
Time signature – A notation used to specify how many beats in a bar and the note value equivalent to the beat.
Tone – The interval of a major second or a sound of definite pitch and duration.
Vibrato – A very slight fluctuation of pitch in rapid succession to create warmth in and projection of the sound.
Villain – Often the antagonist. In literature, this is the evil character in the story, the character who has a
negative effect on the other characters.
Vocal range – The human voice falls into a range from the lowest to highest notes they can reach. The normal
range is around two octaves and is traditionally broken into seven voice types, (from highest to lowest)
soprano, mezzo-soprano, contralto, countertenor, tenor, baritone and bass.
Workshop – An exploration of a new work (production, text, music, design).
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